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NEW QUESTION: 1
On a router that is configured with multiple IP SLA probes,
which command can be used to manage the CPU load that was
created by the periodic probing?
A. ip sla enable timestamp
B. ip sla monitor low-memory
C. ip sla reaction-trigger
D. ip sla group schedule
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following are configuration details for a three-node vSAN
cluster:
Each host has two disk groups and each disk group has 7x1.2TB
10K SAS drives.
Each host has 16.8TB of raw capacity and the three-node cluster

has 50.4TB of raw capacity.
Deduplication and compression are not enabled.
Based on the following FTT Values in the storage policy, what
is the total usable capacity?
A:
B: Cannot be calculated until vSAN datastore is online.
C:
D:
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1 (SP1)
organization.
You need to recommend tools that can be used to monitor the
Exchange organization.
Which tool or cmdlet should you use to perform each task?
To answer, drag the appropriate tool or cmdlet to the correct
task in the answer area.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The OLD answer was: Get-logonstatistics get-mailboxstatistics
performance monitor
The Corrected answer:
Largest Mailbox:
Get-MailboxStatistics [username] | ft DisplayName,
TotalItemSize, ItemCount
Last time user accessed: Get-logonstatistics -database
ArchiveDB
Space on Hard disk:
Performance Monitor

NEW QUESTION: 4
Session splicing is an IDS evasiontechnique in which an
attacker delivers data in multiple, smallsized packets to the

target computer, making it very difficult for an IDS to detect
the attack signatures.
Which tool can used to perform session splicing attacks?
A. Tcpsplice
B. Hydra
C. Burp
D. Whisker
Answer: D
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